1238 N. Fairfield Rd. Beavercreek, OH 45432

TMT SWEEPER COMING TO THE VU!

September 25th 6PM START
1. The cost is $50 for all participants. 1:4 will cash. Entry fee is subject to change based on lineage fees.
2. These events are certified by the USBC and all USBC rules apply unless otherwise stated in these rules.
3. Your highest USBC average from the 2021‐2022 season for 21 games or more will be used for handicap purposes.
Handicap is based on 80% of 210. If your current average is 10 pins or more higher this season, you must use your
current average. All challenge and sport league averages must be reported and will be adjusted using the USBC
Conversion Chart to a house shot average. Composite averages are not used. Summer leagues average may be used.
4. The Tournament Staff may re‐rate any player’s average based on performance.
5. Youth bowlers are eligible and must sign a waiver for prize money. All youth prize money will be deposited in their
SMART account.
6. Ball surface changes are allowed in between rounds.
7. In any casher round, a tie for the final position will be determined by a 9th & 10th frame roll‐off, with handicap if
applicable.
8. The Tournament Staff has the right to reject any entry.
9. All decisions made by the Tournament Staff shall be considered final.
FORMAT
10. Starting lanes will be assigned by random draw.
11. You will bowl 3 games across 3 different pairs of lanes. Moving to the right after each game.
12. After qualifying, the field will be cut based on the number of entries. The maximum number of bowlers advancing
after qualifying will never exceed 48 bowlers.
13. All actual score plus handicap will be used to determine round standings.
14. The elimination rounds are all the same. Pins are not carried over round to round.
15. Advancers will re‐draw for lanes in the order they finished. Continue to bowl one (1) game and then the field will be
cut in half until 4 or 6 bowlers remain.
16. Seeded match play will commence once we reach 4 or 6 bowlers based on the previous rounds score. The winner of
each match will move to the Championship pair for the semifinals/finals.

WALK‐IN’S ALLOWED.

